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The Crayons' Book of Colors

From the creators of the #1 bestselling The Day the Crayons Quit

Drew Daywalt Oliver Jeffers
Can you name the colors of Duncan's crayons?

This is red crayon. Red like strawberries, hearts, apples, a fire engine, and Santa.

Adapted from the original text, *The Crayons' Book of Colors* by Drew Daywelt and Oliver Jeffers
This is a purple crayon. Purple like a dragon.

and some grapes.

Adapted from the original text, *The Crayons’ Book of Colors* by Drew Daywelt and Oliver Jeffers
This is beige crayon. Beige like wheat.
This is gray crayon. Gray like a rhino, hippo.

Elephant and penguin.
Adapted from the original text, *The Crayons’ Book of Colors* by Drew Daywelt and Oliver Jeffers
This is black crayon. Black like ball.
This is green crayon. Green like a dinosaur, tree, frog and a bug.
This is yellow crayon. Yellow like the sun.
This is orange crayon also like the sun.

Adapted from the original text, The Crayons’ Book of Colors by Drew Daywelt and Oliver Jeffers
This is blue crayon. Blue like a ocean, cloud.

rain & river.

Adapted from the original text, *The Crayons’ Book of Colors* by Drew Daywelt and Oliver Jeffers.
This is a pink crayon. Pink like a princess.
This is peach crayon. Peach does not know what to draw.
Look! Duncan has made a new drawing. Can you name the colors?